64. How long does the American academy of pediatrics recommends how long a baby should be breast feed – **throughout the first year and longer if possible**

65. What is a common pattern for preschoolers to sleep – **nine to ten hours at night and a nap of one to two hours.**

66. What happens in the germinal stage – **the period from conception to implantation where the dividing cells mass takes the form of a fluid-filled ball of cells.**

67. What do they say about the growth rate of shorter than average infant – **those of shorter than average infants as a group tend to speed up.**

68. Children become increasingly slender as they gain in height and shed **baby fat.**

69. **Categorical self** – definition of the self that refer to external traits ‘I’m hurt inside but I feel like crying’

70. What happen in Babinski reflex – **the neonate fans or spread the toes in response to stroking of the underside of the foot from the heel to toes. I normally disappear toward the end of the first year.**

71. Throughout early childhood girls and boys are similar in motor skills.

72. What is the most advance communication of a child – **babbling.**

73. What types of children does authoritative parent rise – they show self-reliance and independence, high self-esteem, high level of activity and exploratory behavior and social competence.

74. What method did Ainsworth develop to measure the development of attachment – **Strange Situation Method.**

75. What is the order of locomotion – **rolling over, sitting up, crawling, creeping, walking, and running.**

76. Which type of games have rules – **formal games e.g. board games.**

77. Know an example of a specific nominal - **specific nominal are proper nouns e.g. mommy Kim.**

78. What does infant process from during sensorimotor stage - **responding to events with reflexes or ready-made schemes to goal oriented behavior.**

79. What age is plasticity the greatest – **at about one or two year of age.**

80. What is empathy? **Sensitivity to the feeling of others and is connected with sharing and cooperation.**